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ABSTRACT

Joyful learning is very important in modern educational life computer as used an aid to joyful learning in schools and colleges. We must chat for hours, type nonstop on our systems, do graphics, and perform calculations nonstop. We cannot even think a life without computers. Computer education should be envisaged at three levels. The first stage would be to orient teachers and children to computers; second stage would be providing computer aided learning and third stage would be computer-based learning (computer literacy). The computer knowledge effects in all aspects of our daily life so no matter whether you are student or a professional person, you should have apt computer knowledge related with your field. With the help of computer in schools done the learning with joy and enjoy teachers as well as students. Joyful learning is necessary to education and its get priority in all schools and colleges. Computer aided learning would be used by teachers as a teaching aid and also by students for remedial learning.
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